Camargue, the real thing!

TOURISTIC GUIDE
Local biodiversity under surveillance

For its history, origins, evolution through time and, above all, unique biodiversity, the Camargue is a must-see!

Visit the Regional Natural Park, for the discovery and conservation of the Camargue environment, the Musée du Grand Site de France Camargue and the Scamandre Center, the Rural Environment of the Gallo-Roman Site de Berre, de Vygargue, and better appreciate the high ecological value of grasslands with their still wild, many stretches, channels, lakes and field crops.

Since 2013, the Camargue has been a designated UNESCO Global Geopark, the areas part of an international programme by fostering balance between biodiversity preservation and the sustainability of human activity. The beauty of the landscapes in this small region has been recognized through the label “Biosphere Reserve”, an idea of support for the local communities to demonstrate their skills and traditions to curious visitors.

Along the way, meet crafters and bull-hands, always eager to show off their skills, and discover craft skills, and local traditions with experienced monitors or by boat, for day trips or longer. Generously cycle trails or short family-friendly circuits of just a few hours, on horseback or a museum evoking the Camargue’s eventful past.

From village to village, there is always a tower, an abbey, a castle or a museum evoking the Camargue’s eventful past.

Discover the Camargue on foot via nature or heritage trails, by bike on long or short routes, or climbing aboard the boat, to explore the breathtaking landscapes of the Camargue and better appreciate the high ecological value of grasslands with their still wild, many stretches, channels, lakes and field crops.

Try the uniquely flavoursome local fare, produce of land, sand, sea and sky, to demonstrate their skills and traditions to curious visitors.

Take your time and join us!
Visit our Tourist Offices and Information Centers for tips and advice on accommodation, sightseeing and discovering local products.

**Tourist Offices**

- **AIGUES-MORTES**
  - ot-aiguesmortes.com
- **ARLES – CAMARGUE**
  - arlestourisme.com
- **BEAUCAIRE**
  - TERRE D’ARGENCE
  - provence-camargue-tourisme.com
- **CŒUR DE PETITE CAMARGUE – VAUVERT**
  - coeurdepetitecamargue.fr
- **FOS-SUR-MER**
  - fos-sur-mer.fr
- **LA-GRAINDE-MOTTE**
  - lagrandemotte.com
- **LE-GRAU-DU-ROI – PORT-CAMARGUE**
  - lesgrau.com
- **LES-BAUX-DE-PROVENCE**
  - lesbiauxdeprovence.com
- **LES-SAINTES-MARIES-DE-LA-MER**
  - saintesmaries.com
- **MAUGUIO - CARNON**
  - mauguio-carnontourisme.com
- **MAUSSANE-LES-ALPILLES**
  - maussane.com
- **NîMES**
  - nimes-tourisme.com
- **OPENÎMES TOURISME – SAINT-GILLES**
  - openimestourisme.com
- **PALAVAS-LES-FLOTS**
  - ot-palavaslesflots.com
- **PAYS DE LUNEL**
  - ot-paysdelunel.fr
- **PAYS DE SOMMIèRES**
  - ot-sommieres.com
- **PORT-SAINT-LOUIS-DU-RHÔNE**
  - port-saint-louis-tourisme.fr
- **SAINT-MARTIN-DE-CRAU**
  - saintmardindecrau.fr/tourisme
- **SAINT-RÊMY-DE-PROVENCE**
  - saintremy-de-provence.com
- **TARASCON**
  - tarascon-tourisme.com
- **TERRE DE CAMARGUE – SAINT-LAURENT-D’AIGOUZE**
  - tourisme-saint-laurent-daigouze.fr
- **TERRE DE PROVENCE – CHÂTEAURENARD**
  - myterredeprovence.fr

**Information centers**

- **ERYRAGUES**
- **FONTVIEILLE**
- **GRAVESON**
- **MAILLANE**
- **MOURIES**
- **NOVES**
- **ORGON**
- **SAINT-ANDIOL**
- **SAINT-LAURENT D’AIGOUZE**
- **SAINT-LAURENT D’AIGOUZE**
- **SAINT-REMY-DE-PROVENCE**
- **SAINT-REMY-DE-PROVENCE**
- **SALIN DE GIRAUD**
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